OLIVE WAY TRANSIT IMPROVEMENTS
Eastbound Olive Way (between Terry Avenue and Minor Avenue)

The Seattle Department of Transportation is working with King County Metro, Community Transit, and Sound Transit to address the delay buses are currently experiencing on Olive Way between 4th Avenue and Minor Avenue. Currently, travel times for buses are long through this section of downtown Seattle.

To improve the reliability and bus travel times, we’re planning to make the following changes in spring 2017:

- Extend transit-only lane from Terry Avenue to Minor Avenue
- Remove west-bound right-turn only lane on Olive Way between Boren Avenue and Terry Avenue
- Install an eastbound transit queue jump on Olive Way at Boren Avenue that will allow buses traveling through Boren Avenue a head start when the light turns green

Questions or comments?
Please contact Jonathan Dong at Jonathan.dong@seattle.gov or (206) 233-8564